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Figure 2.13: Beginning execution of MYSTERY 3.
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17In other words, theprivate library isassociated, notwith a procedure, butwith a given call to a procedure (or what is technically called an activation of a procedure). M
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Let's go on. The first thing that the



J



MYSTERY 2



i



procedure does is check whether the value for NUMBER is equal to 0. Since



I



this is not the case, MYSTERY gives the command MYSTERY 1



j



and so now there are three MYSTERY procedures! And



J



MYSTERY 1



does a test and calls up yet another MYSTERY 0



which makes four MYSTERY calls all existing at once as shown in Figure 2.14. Note that so far nothing has been printed. All that has happened is that MYSTERY procedures have called up more MYSTERY procedures.
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Figure 2.14: Complete exe cution of MYSTERY 3.
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Now



MYSTERY 0



performs its test and finds that the value of NUMBER is indeed 0. So it STOPs and the process continues with the procedure that called it, namely, MYSTERY 1



This MYSTERY now proceeds with the next line after the call, which says to



print the value of NUMBER. Since NUMBER is 1 (in this MYSTERY'S private library), it prints 1. Now it is done and so returns to the procedure that called it, namely MYSTERY 2
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This MYSTERY now,continues with the line after the call, which says to print NUMBER. Since NUMBER is 2 (in this private library), it prints 2 and returns to its caller, namely, MYSTERY 3



which prints 3 and returns to its caller, which is the main Logo command level.



Whew! Try going through this example again step by step, referring to Figure 2.14. In essence, this complex process is doing nothing more than unwinding the following rule: • When a procedure is called, the calling procedure waits until the second procedure stops and then continues with the next instruction after the call.



Recursion, however, forces us to appreciate all the ramifications of this simple sounding rule. In particular: • There may be several instances (or "activations") of the "same" procedure all coexisting at once. • Each procedure activation has a separate private library, so the "same" name may be associated with different values in different procedure activations.
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• The order in which things happen can be very confusing.18 2.2.4. Drawing Trees



As another example of complex use of recursion, let's look at a program that draws a binary tree, as in Figure 2.15.
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Keep in mind that the name you give your file has no relation to the names of the procedures that will be saved in the file. Each time you save a file, all



procedures in the workspace are included.4 When working on large projects, it is a good idea to save your workspace periodically in a file. Also, as you continue to make modifications, you



l



should keep on disk the last two or three versions of your project. A



technique for doing this is to include a version number as part of the file name. For example, if you are working on a project called CIRCLES, save the information the first time as CIRCLES1. After you have made



modifications, save the updated version as CIRCLES2. You can use the utilities provided with the Disk Manager to get rid of unneeded versions. As you work on the project, it's a good idea to always keep around the previous two or three versions, just in case you mistakenly save a bad version on disk.



ban
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Recalling Files From Diskette If you give the RECALL command and specify "(2) diskette," Logo will ask you for the name of the file to recall. You may either type in a file name, or press the space bar to ask Logo to review the names of the files currently on the diskette. Each time you press the space bar, a new file name appears. When you reach the file you want, press ENTER. The information will be read, and Logo will return to command level. 5.2.3. Saving and Recalling Using Other



The third option, (3) other on the device menu, allows you to use a second or third disk drive.5 If you choose option (3), you will be prompted for device and file names (Figure 5.4):



tjflj^



Figure 5.4: After choosing option (3), other on the device menu, you will be prompted for device and file name.



4This sometimes causesconfusion with beginners. For example, if someone has procedures BOX and HOUSE, they write both files BOX and HOUSE, thinking that a separate file is needed for each procedure. The result is that they end up with two files, each containing both procedures. In general, you should name your files



with a name that describes the group of procedures being saved.



5This optionwill allow access to other types of memory devices asthey become available.
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Your response must include the letters DSK (meaning "disk"), a number (2 or 3), a period (.), and a file name. It must be typed on one line with no spaces, as shown in the example.



Repeat the same process when you recall information saved using option (3). You can recall it from a different disk drive if you wish. For example, you can recall a file saved on disk 2, from disk 1, but you must recall it using option (3). 5.2.4. Other Uses of the File System



Although SAVE and RECALL are almost always used to save and restore complete workspaces, it is also convenient to be able to manipulate files in other ways. For example, suppose you want to merge the procedure



definitions in two files to create a larger file. You can do this as follows:



1. Starting with an empty workspace, RECALL the first file.



j \m



2. RECALL the second file. Now your workspace contains the definitions in both files.



3. SAVE your workspace as the new, combined file.



""• r



As another example, suppose you want to delete a few procedure definitions from a file. One way to do this is to RECALL the file, ERASE the unwanted definitions, and SAVE the new workspace using the same file name.



5.2.5. Obtaining Hard Copy: the^RINTOUT Command The PRINTOUT command allows you to print all the procedures in your workspace using a TI Thermal Printer or an RS232 printer. To use an RS232 printer you must have an RS232 card in your Peripheral Expansion Box or an RS232 Expansion unit attached to your computer. When you type PRINTOUT, you will first be prompted for the name of the device you are using.



If you are using a TI Thermal Printer, just type TP, and the printer will begin printing the contents of your workspace. If you have an RS232 printer, the device name must include the symbols "RS232.BA = " and a baud rate,



all typed without any spaces. For example, RS232.BA = 9600 • ifflflrt



9600 is the baud rate in this example — the rate at which information can be



sent to the printer. This will depend on the capabilities of your particular printer, so you will have to consult your printer manual for this information. Next, you will be asked for a line length, which must be less than the longest line length your printer can handle. Again, this will vary from printer
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to printer. After you specify the device name and line length, your printer will begin printing.



5.3. Aids for Debugging One of the main features of Logo as a computer language for education is that students design and write programs as well as use them. Debugging a program is a crucial part of the programming process. This section describes



features included in the Logo system to aid in debugging programs. 5.3.1. Pausing Execution with the aid Key



When Logo is running a procedure, pressing the AID key works somewhat like pressing the BACK key—it stops procedure execution. The difference is that AID stops the procedure "in the context where it is executing" and allows you to examine the values of local names.



As a simple example, consider the FLAG and RECTANGLE procedures



that we introduced in Section 2.1.2. Suppose that RECTANGLE had a



I



bug—an extra last line that calls RECTANGLE recursively, so that the procedure keeps running forever:



*»



TO RECTANGLE :HEIGHT rLENGTH



m



FORWARD :HEIGHT RIGHT 90



FORWARD :LENGTH



M



RIGHT 90 FORWARD :HEIGHT



RIGHT 90



i



m



FORWARD rLENGTH RIGHT 90



RECTANGLE :HEIGHT rLENGTH END



Now suppose you inadvertently use this procedure as part of FLAG: lag



TO FLAG :HEIGHT



FORWARD :HEIGHT



RECTANGLE (:HEIGHT/ 2) :HEIGHT



m



BACK .HEIGHT END



If you run FLAG 50 you will see the turtle draw part of the flag and then get "stuck" tracing the same rectangle over and over. If you now press AID, you will see a message like this: PAUSE AT LEVEL 10 LINE 8 OF RECTANGLE L10?



j
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r



This message tells you that Logo was executing the RECTANGLE procedure, line 8, when you pressed aid. The meaning of level here is the same as that typed by error messages and described on page 23: you are 10 levels away from the typed-in command—your typed command called FLAG which



[^



called RECTANGLE, which called RECTANGLE again, which called RECTANGLE again, and so on. The prompt L10? indicates that you are now typing commands within the context of RECTANGLE at level 10. You are free to type and execute any Logo command just as if you were at top level. The big difference is that now the variable names you use will refer to names in the private library of the procedure in which you paused. In the current example, the private



libraries for FLAG and RECTANGLE are as shown in Figure 2.5 on page 20, so that we could examine RECTANGLE'S private variables: L10? PRINTrHEIGHT 25



L10? PRINT rLENGTH 50



r



This ability to examine local variables can be useful when you are trying to track down bugs. Pressing BACK from within such a "pause break" causes Logo to return to top level and wait for a new command. Also, executing a command that



I



causes an error will return Logo to top level.6 5.3.2. TRACEBACK



When you are within a pause, you can use the TRACEBACK command to find out "where you are." For instance, typing TRACEBACK in the example above yields: L10?TRACEBACK



WE'RE NOW INSIDE RECTANGLE, FLAG



In general, TRACEBACK indicates the chain of procedures from where you are currently back to the top level. In this case, the pause happens inside RECTANGLE, which was called by FLAG, which was called at command level.



^Unless the DEBUG option hasbeen set. SeeSection 5.3.3 below.
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5.3.3. The DEBUG Option



:



Normally, when Logo encounters an error, it halts execution, types an error message, and returns to command level. Alternatively, you can direct Logo to enter a pause when an error is encountered, so that you can examine the values of local variables, as with AID. The DEBUG command acts as an



"•



"on-off" switch that controls this option. Turn on the option by typing DEBUG:



DEBUG ON



Logo's response indicates that the debug option is now on.



With the option turned on, suppose the RECTANGLE had another bug—a misspelling in the second line: TO RECTANGLE rHEIGHT rLENGTH FORWARD rHEIGHT



RIGXT 90



rf



FORWARD rLENGTH RIGHT 90



FORWARD rHEIGHT RIGHT 90 FORWARD rLENGTH RIGHT 90



RECTANGLE rHEIGHT rLENGTH END



Executing FLAG 20 now results in the following error: TELL ME HOW TO RIGXT AT LEVEL 2 LINE 2 OF RECTANGLE L2?



As with using AID, we can now type commands at level 2, for example, to



^



print the values of local variables (although examining local variables isn't much help in dealing with this particular bug). Typing DEBUG when the debug option is on', turns the option off: DEBUG



OFF



^



CHAPTER



L



Numbers, Words, and Lists



L i n the previous chapters, we used turtle geometry to introduce the basic techniques for writing Logo procedures. We now move away from graphics to discuss Logo programs that work with "data." Like most computer languages, Logo provides operations for manipulating numbers and character strings, which in Logo are called words. One significant difference between Logo and other simple programming languages is that Logo also provides the ability to combine data into structures called lists. This chapter



^



introduces these three kinds of data objects—numbers, words, and lists—together with simple programs that manipulate them. The most important concept in working with Logo data is the notion of a procedure that outputs a value. This is introduced in Section 6.2 below. We also discuss the use of Logo variables for naming data and give a more complete explanation of testing and conditionals than the one provided in Section 2.2.2. The material presented here provides enough background to complete many programming projects such as the ones described in Chapter 7. 6.1. Numbers and Arithmetic



|M*
 MIGHTY MOUSE



NO, TRYAGAIN WHO'S THE GREATEST? >ME



OF COURSE!



Note the prompt > printed in the example above. Logo prints this prompt to remind you that it is waiting for you to respond to a READLINE. Bear in mind that READLINE always outputs a list. If you type a single word, the output of READLINE will be a list containing that one word. Here's another example: TO CHAT



PRINT [WHAT'S YOUR NAME?] PRINT SENTENCE [HELLO] READLINE PRINT [TYPE SOMETHING YOU LIKE] PRINT SENTENCE [I'M GLAD YOU LIKE] READLINE END



Notice how the second line of the procedure is constructed: the list being tiftn



PRINTed is a SENTENCE of two things—the list [HELLO] and the list output by READLINE.
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CHAT WHAT'S YOUR NAME? >LUCY HELLO LUCY



TYPE SOMETHING YOU LIKE



(fig



> PICKLE JELLO I'M GLAD YOU LIKE PICKLE JELLO t*j



6.5. Naming We have seen different kinds of naming in Logo programs: the use of names to refer to inputs to procedures and the idea of naming procedures themselves. In Chapter 4, we also saw that the Logo command MAKE can be used to give names to things. Consider the following example:



is*



j



MAKE"NUMBER 5



PRINTrNUMBER 5



In the first line you tell Logo that you are going to call the number 5 by the name NUMBER. The first input to MAKE is the name and the second input is the thing you are naming. The effect of the command is to establish a relationship between the word NUMBER and the number 5. We express this



lJ



by saying that "5 is the thing associated with NUMBER." In the line PRINT:NUMBER



you can see how : recovers the thing associated with the name, just as it recovers the value associated with an input to a procedure. Here are more examples: MAKE "COLR "YELLOW PRINT "COLR COLR PRINT :COLR



YELLOW



MAKE "SLOGAN [I LOVE BANANAS] PRINT :SLOGAN I LOVE BANANAS



PRINT SENTENCE (BUTLAST :SLOGAN) :COLR I LOVE YELLOW



&
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In these examples, and in most programs, the name is specified as a literal, quoted word. This is not the only possibility: MAKE (WORD "PART "1) [DO Ml SOL]



L



PRINT :PART1 DO Ml SOL



Here is a tricky example: MAKE "FLOWER "ROSE PRINT :FLOWER ROSE



MAKE :FLOWER [IS A ROSE IS A ROSE] PRINT :FLOWER ROSE PRINT :ROSE



IS A ROSE IS A ROSE



In the third command line, the name associated with [IS A ROSE IS A ROSE] is not the literal word FLOWER, but rather the thing associated with FLOWER, that is, the word ROSE. Therefore, MAKE :FLOWER < something> has the same effect as



MAKE "ROSE 



The Logo function THING returns the thing associated with its input. The use of: is actually an abbreviation for THING in the case where the input to THING is a quoted literal word. But THING can be used in more general circumstances.



MAKE "NAME1 [JOHN Q. CITIZEN] PRINT :NAME1



JOHN Q. CITIZEN PRINT THING "NAME1



JOHN Q. CITIZEN frfefo



PRINT THING (WORD "NA"ME1 ) JOHN Q. CITIZEN



PRINT THING (FIRST [NAME1 PLACE1]) r



L



JOHN Q. CITIZEN
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There is also the Logo predicate THING?, which takes a word as input and



outputs TRUE if the word has something associated with it. PRINT THING? "NAME1 TRUE (tf&yj



PRINT THING? "NAME2 FALSE



6.5.1. Local and Global Names



In Section 2.1.2 we saw that the names of inputs are private to the



procedures using them. Different procedures reference names in different private libraries, and two procedures may use the same names for different purposes without any conflict. The same holds true if the procedure uses the MAKE command to change the value associated with some input name. This



l*i



Mi



is illustrated in the following example. TO DEMO :X PRINT :X



CHANGE :X PRINT :X END



\d



TO CHANGE :X MAKE "X :X + 1 PRINT :X END



DEM0 1



1 2 1



(printed in DEMO) (printed in CHANGE) (printed in DEMO)



nCUn



- CHANGE



!«4



X



Figure6.2: Private libraries for DEMO and CHANGE.



taj



The important point to notice is that when the value of X is printed in DEMO the second time, it is still 1, even though CHANGE "changed" X to 2. The reason is that DEMO and CHANGE each have their own meaning for X



in different private libraries, as shown in Figure 6.2. When CHANGE uses the MAKE statement it changes its X, but not DEMO's.



id
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When you use a MAKE statement at command level, you are also associating a value with a name in some library. But this is not a library associated with any procedure. Rather it is a library associated with the command level. Definitions in this library are sometimes called global variables. Just as the private libraries of two procedures are distinct, names in procedure libraries will not conflict with names in the global library. Compare the following example to the one above. MAKE"X 1



CHANGE :X 2



PRINT :X 1



6.5.2. Free Variables



One of the reasons that procedures are so important is that they provide a way to design complex programs in small pieces. But whenever you design something by breaking it into pieces, you eventually have to deal with the issue of how these pieces can interact. The importance of the private library mechanism is that it guarantees that the names used by different procedures will refer to different things and hence that the only way procedures can interact is through inputs and outputs. This guarantee provides a good handle on controlling the complexity of the entire program. i££3



Sometimes, however, it is convenient for procedures to interact other than



through inputs and outputs. For example, if the computation performed by a procedure depends on a large number of parameters, it may be cumbersome to specify them all as inputs each time the procedure is called. Again, using only inputs and outputs to pass information may require passing "superfluous" inputs through many levels of nested procedures until they reach the procedure that actually needs them. For these reasons it is useful to be able to have the computation performed by a procedure depend not only on the information provided explicitly by the inputs, but also on information that is implicit in the context in which the procedure is used. Consider the following procedure: TO NEW.PRICE :P OUTPUT :P + :OVERHEAD END



Suppose you would like to be able to use this procedure in such a way that the price computed depends on some OVERHEAD that is obtained from the context in which the procedure is used. For example:



J
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MAKE"OVERHEAD 50 PRINT NEW.PRICE 100 150



J



MAKE "OVERHEAD 25 PRINT NEW.PRICE 100 725



You might also want to have the context determined by a procedure, as in m



TO TRY OVERHEAD PRINT NEW.PRICE 100 PRINT NEW.PRICE 200



m



END



TRY 100



m,



200 300



t



TRY 50 150 250



The name OVERHEAD in the NEW.PRICE procedure is what is technically known as a free variable. A free variable is a name that is used in a



procedure, but not as a name for an input. As the NEW.PRICE example shows, Logo procedures can have free variables. The presence of free variables leads to the following rule for finding the value associated with a name in a Logo procedure:



••



^



• If the name is one of the names of the inputs to the procedure, the value can be found in the procedure's private library.



j tat



• Otherwise, see if the name is in the library of the procedure that called the current procedure.



• Otherwise, see if the name is one of the names in the procedure that called that procedure, and so on, all the way through to the global library.



Free variables provide a powerful mechanism for passing information between procedures. But their indiscriminate use leads to obscure programs and may result in intractable program bugs. This is especially true if you use



»



MAKE to change the value of a free variable, since the actual variable affected may appear arbitrarily far back in the nest of procedure calls.



d



i
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6.6. Conditional Expressions and Predicates We saw in Section 2.2.2 the use of conditional expressions IF. . . THEN . . . in Logo programs. This section provides more information about conditional expressions. IF and THEN can be augmented by the Logo primitive ELSE. For example, the following procedure tells whether a number is positive or negative: t£"«i



TO SIGN :N



IF :N < 0 THEN OUTPUT "NEGATIVE ELSE OUTPUT "POSITIVE END



PRINT SIGN 57 POSITIVE t}M



PRINT SIGN (10 - 20) NEGATIVE



IF. . . THEN . . . ELSE expressions are often confusing for beginning programmers, due to the need to work with a single statement that specifies both a test and the actions to be taken depending on the outcome of the test. Logo therefore includes another form of conditional that separates the testing from the actions. This form is TEST. . . IFT. . . IFF. The TEST used in a procedure checks some condition. Subsequent procedure lines that begin with IFT and IFF are executed or not, depending on the result of the TEST. Here's another way to write the SIGN procedure using TEST: TO SIGN :N TEST:N < 0



IFT OUTPUT "NEGATIVE IFF OUTPUT "POSITIVE END



A procedure can include more than one TEST, and any IFT or IFF statements always refer to the most recent TEST. Also, the result of a TEST is kept private within a procedure, so the use of IFT and IFF within a procedure is not affected by any TESTs performed in a subprocedure. Predicates; TRUE and FALSE The conditions checked by IF and TEST are known as predicates. We



already introduced the Logo predicates >, 5 FALSE



PRINT "XYZ = "XYZ TRUE



Igl



For combining predicates, Logo includes the operation BOTH, which takes two inputs that must be either TRUE or FALSE and outputs TRUE if both inputs are TRUE and FALSE otherwise. There is also EITHER, which



outputs TRUE if at least one of its inputs is TRUE, and NOT, which outputs TRUE if its input is FALSE, and FALSE if its input is TRUE. PRINT BOTH (1 < 2) (2 > 3) FALSE



PRINT EITHER (1 < 2) (2 > 3) TRUE



PRINT NOT (2 + 2 = 4) FALSE



For example, here are three equivalent ways to write a predicate



BETWEEN?, which tests whether a specified number is in a given range: TO BETWEEN? :X :LOW:HIGH



IF :X < :LOW OUTPUT "FALSE IF :X > :HIGH OUTPUT "FALSE OUTPUT"TRUE END



TO BETWEEN? :X :LOW :HIGH



IF EITHER (:X < :LOW) (:X > :HIGH) OUTPUT "FALSE OUTPUT"TRUE END



Sti Logo II includes special TRUE and FALSE which output the words TRUE and FALSE, respectively. Thus, in Tl Logo II youcanuseTRUE and FALSE withor without quotes, as you prefer; forexample, IF :X = 5 OUTPUT "TRUE and



IF:X =5 OUTPUT TRUE



are both valid. In the first release of TI Logo, only the first form will work.



j
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TO BETWEEN? :X :LOW :HIGH



IF BOTH (NOT (:X < :LOW)) (NOT (:X > :HIGH)) OUTPUT "TRUE



m



OUTPUT "FALSE END



BOTH and EITHER are themselves predicates that output TRUE or FALSE. This means that the second two versions of BETWEEN? can also



be written in another way, in which the TRUE or FALSE output by BOTH



and EITHER is output directly to the procedure that calls BETWEEN?: TO BETWEEN? :X :LOW :HIGH



OUTPUT BOTH (NOT (:X < :LOW)) (NOT (:X > :HIGH)) END



TO BETWEEN? :X :LOW:HIGH



lump



OUTPUT NOT EITHER (:X < :LOW) (:X > :HIGH)



END



j



6.7. Details on Logo Syntax This section collects some information about how Logo interprets the



command lines that you type to it. This includes such information as where to include spaces and parentheses in command lines and how Logo groups



m



sequences of commands.



6.7.1. How Logo Separates Lines into Words



Any Logo line is interpreted as a sequence of words. In general, you must separate words by spaces. For example, if you mean to type



us



FORWARD 100



and instead type •••



FORWARD100



.



Logo will respond with the error message TELL ME HOW TO FORWARD100



«*



because it will interpret FORWARD100 as a single word and look for a



procedure with that name.7 As a general rule, it is a good idea to type each



J



line with spaces between the different elements. For example:



7Ofcourse, you may have actually defined a procedure whose name was FORWARD100, in which caseLogo would run that procedure. l.tiSfrl
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PRINT (3 + 4)*5 35



Logo does, however, understand that parentheses and arithmetic operators are normally meant to break words, so I&yw



PRINT(3 + 4)*5 35



works, too. In fact, if you define a procedure that includes a line such as the previous one, and later print out the procedure, you will find that Logo has inserted spaces into the line.



6.7.2. Using Parentheses We have already seen some complex Logo expressions; for example, the



following line is from the AVERAGE.OF.SQUARES procedure in Section r



6.2.1.:



OUTPUT AVERAGE (SQUARE :X) (SQUARE :Y) In this line, the OUTPUT command takes one input, which is the result of AVERAGE. AVERAGE in turn takes two inputs:



(SQUARE :X) and



(&STTt



r



(SQUARE :Y) Notice that parentheses perform grouping by enclosing the operation together with its inputs. That is, you should write



(SQUARE :X)



1km



and not



j



SQUARE (:X) to indicate that :X is the input to SQUARE.8



r In fact, this expression would work perfectly well if you wrote it without L a n y parentheses at all, OUTPUT AVERAGE SQUARE :X SQUARE :Y ma



8Tnjs rule canbeconfusing, since the latter expression is morelike SQUARE(X), which is what is usedin mathematics or in languages like BASIC or Pascal. Keep in mind that parentheses in Logo are used to



r



indicate grouping, not as special symbols for delimiting thelist of inputs to functions.
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because when Logo interprets the line, it breaks things up according to the following method. The first word it sees is OUTPUT, and this requires one



input. So Logo scans the line trying to find that input. The next thing it runs



tew



into, though, is AVERAGE, which requires two inputs of its own. So Logo now scans to find two inputs for AVERAGE and runs into SQUARE, which



requires one input which Logo finds as :X. This completes the input to SQUARE and also completes the first input to AVERAGE. Logo now looks for the second input to AVERAGE, and the next thing it sees is another SQUARE, which requires one input. Logo finds this as :Y. Now SQUARE has its input. This completes both inputs to AVERAGE, which completes the entire input to OUTPUT. Generalizing this method, you can see that as long as Logo knows how



many inputs each procedure needs, and as long as each procedure name is a prefix operator (i.e., it is written to the left of its inputs), then you don't need parentheses at all in writing Logo commands. On the other hand, parentheses help considerably in enabling the human eye to see the pattern. So unless you are very practiced, you should not write a complex expression without parentheses for fear of not being able to read it the next day. The above rule for parsing expressions is modified for infix operators (i.e., operators that are written between their inputs, rather than to the left of



h" I m



m



mm



them). In a line such as AVERAGE 3 + 2 7 i'M



the 3 is combined with the 2 by + before any unit is assigned as an input to AVERAGE, so the line gets broken up as:



AVERAGE (3 + 2) 7



J



which gives 6. The general rule is that the infix arithmetic operators + , -, *, and / have higher priority than prefix operators.



m



The infix predicates >, AVERAGE 2 4 must be combined as mi



(AVERAGE 3 5) > (AVERAGE 2 4) or you will get an error message.



Logo's rules for parentheses are designed to enable you to write simple expressions without worrying about parentheses. For complex expressions, it is better to use parentheses to avoid confusion.



fr#^J
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SENTENCE with a Variable Number of Inputs Although we haven't mentioned it yet, the SENTENCE operation can take a variable number of inputs, as in the following example,



PRINT (SENTENCE [THE BIG] [BAD] [WOLF]) THE BIG BAD WOLF



which uses one SENTENCE operation to combine three things into a list. The fact that SENTENCE is combining three things rather than its usual two is indicated by the parentheses grouping SENTENCE together with its inputs. In this way, SENTENCE can take any number of inputs. Examples Here are a few examples illustrating the rules discussed above, including some common errors and their explanations: rSflrA



PRINT SENTENCE "A "B "C AB



TELL ME WHAT TO DO WITH C



The default number of inputs to SENTENCE is 2, so SENTENCE combines A and B, and the result is printed by PRINT. Now Logo is faced with the rest of the line, and it runs across the symbol "C. Since there are no outstanding operations that need inputs, Logo complains that there is nothing to do with the "C.



PRINT (SENTENCE "A "B "C ) ABC la^t



Here parentheses are correctly used to group the three inputs to SENTENCE.



PRINT (SENTENCE "A "B "C) TELL ME MORE



£0



ii^



The problem here is that there is no space separating the "C from the closing parentheses. Logo therefore interprets "C) as a two-character word which is the third input to SENTENCE and goes on to search for more inputs. Remember that when you indicate a word with a quotation mark, you must use a space to separate it from the rest of the line.



PRINT SENTENCE ("A "B "C ) TELL ME WHAT TO DO WITH "B



The problem here is that when you use parentheses to indicate grouping, you should group an operation together with its inputs. The parentheses are being used in this example as they would be used in BASIC, to surround the inputs jijfcj
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alone. But Logo always tries to interpret a parenthesized expression as a complete unit, which does not make sense in this case. 6.7.3. The Minus Sign



If the minus sign is preceded by a space and followed by a number, then TI



Logo tries to interpret it as a negation sign. Otherwise, minus is interpreted



^



as subtraction, in the context where that makes sense. Here are some examples: PRINT 1-2



-1



(infix subtraction)



PRINT 1 -



-1



2



(infix subtraction)



PRINT 1 - 2 1



TELL ME WHAT TO DO WITH -2



«*



(Logo interpreted the — as negation, and got stuck.) PRINT - 2



- 2



PRINT -



- 2







7.1. Arithmetic Quiz Program Here's a simple arithmetic drill and practice program: QUIZ HOW MUCH IS 37 + 64 >101



GOOD HOW MUCH IS 29 + 46 129



>87 THE ANSWER IS 75



HOW MUCH IS 21 + 11 >32



GOOD and so on. ^*q



Designing a quiz program that works like this is a good programming



project for elementary school students.' Here is one of many possible versions. It uses the RAND procedure discussed on page 80.



'And designing such a program is probably a better educational experience thanusing such a program, which is unfortunately much more typical of how computers arc currently used in schools.
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TO QUIZ MAKE "NUM1 RAND 100 MAKE "NUM2 RAND 100 MAKE "ANSWER :NUM1 + :NUM2



PRINT (SENTENCE [HOW MUCH IS] :NUM1 [ + ] :NUM2) MAKE "REPLY READNUMBER



TEST:REPLY = :ANSWER



IFT PRINT [GOOD]



IFF PRINT SENTENCE [THE ANSWER IS] :ANSWER



j



WALK



DOGS RUN CATS BITE



TEACH ME A NEW NOUN >BANANAS DOGS WALK BANANAS BITE



There are many extensions to this project, including making more complex sentences by adding other parts of speech such as adjectives and adverbs,



matching singular verbs with singular nouns and plural with plural, and generating random "poetry." Papert [15] describes the experience of one 13-year-old while engaged in such a project: One day Jenny came in very excited. She had made a discovery. "Now I know why we have nouns and verbs," she said. For many years in school Jenny had been drilled in grammatical categories. She had never understood the differences between nouns and verbs and adverbs. But now it was apparent that her



difficulty with grammar was not due to an inability to work with logical categories. It wassomething else. She had not been able to make any senseof what grammar was about in the sense of what it might befor. . . But now, as she tried to get the computer to generate poetry, something remarkable happened. She found herself classifying words into categories, not because she had been told she had to but because she needed to. In order to "teach" her



computer to make strings of words that would look like English, she had to "teach" it to choose words of an appropriate class. What she learned about



grammar from this experience with a machine was anything but mechanical or routine. Her learning was deep and meaningful. Jenny did more than learn
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definitions for particular grammatical classes. She understood the general idea that words (like things) can be placed in different groups or sets, and that doing so could work for her. She not only "understood" grammar, she changed her



relationship to it.



7.3. Nim: A Game-Playing Program This section is a slightly modified version of a paper written by Seymour Papert and Cynthia Solomon, which was originally published as an MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory Memo [14]. It illustrates some ideas about how to initiate beginning students into the art of planning and writing a program complex enough to be considered a project rather than an exercise on using the language or simple programming ideas. The project is to write a program to play a simple game ("one-pile Nim" or "21") as invincibly as possible. The project was developed by Papert and Solomon for a class of seventh-grade students taught during 1968-69 at the Muzzey Junior High School in Lexington, Mass. This was the longest programming project these students had encountered, and the intention was to give them a model of how to go about working under these conditions. To achieve this, the teachers worked very hard to develop a clear organization of sub-goals, which they explained to the class at the beginning of the three-week period devoted to this particular program. You would not expect beginners to find as clear a sub-goal structure as this one; but once they have seen a good example, they are more likely to find clear sub-goals in the future for other problems. Thus the primary teaching purpose was to develop the idea of splitting a task into sub-goals. The intent was to provide the students with good models of various ways in which this can be done and



to have them experience the heuristic power of this kind of planning (as



, up;



J (£3



,



^



opposed to jumping straight into writing programs). A sub-goal structure can be imposed on a problem in several ways. One way is by "chopping," that is, by recognizing that the final program has distinct functions that can be performed by separate subprocedures. But this is not the only way. Many heuristic programs can be simplified rather than chopped. We illustrate this by first writing a procedure to play the entire game of Nim, but in a "dumb way." Once we have done so, we can study its performance, decide why it plays badly and strengthen its play. Thus the successive partial solutions to the problem appear as making a procedure progressively "smarter." Describing the evolution of the program in this way has the additional



es



benefit of allowing one to make an analogy valuable in two senses: by using



^



te



i**



themselves as models, students acquire a fertile source of ideas about programming; on the other hand, the experience of debugging programs



l



can have a therapeutic effect in leading them to see their own mistakes as



J



emotionally neutral bugs rather than as emotionally charged errors.
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7.3.1. The Sub-Goal Plan



L



The key idea for subdivision of the problem is to write a series of programs, each of which is "smarter" than the previous one. The first program knows nothing about the strategy of play. It does not generate moves, but asks each of two human players in turn what move to make. For example, it may act as a scorekeeper, just keeping track of the number of sticks without bothering about whether the move is legal. From scorekeeper the machine can advance to referee. This means that it checks the move for



legality and eventually declares the game over and announces the winner. After we have a working mechanical referee, we start making a mechanical player. The first version of a player chooses legal, but not necessarily good moves. Indeed, it generates a move randomly, uses its ability as a referee to decide if it is legal, and then either accepts it or generates another random move.



K*9



When this works, the child may make the program smarter and smarter by adding features or by writing a completely new version until finally—if all goes well—a player with an infallible strategy is evolved. A natural form for programs of intermediate smartness is the following: the program has a list of simple situations in which it knows how to play; in other situations it plays randomly. In other words, it plays by the form of strategy used by most children in most strategic games. In working with a class, a good moment should be seized to prod the students into noting and discussing the analogy between this very simple heuristic program and themselves—particularly, how the program gets to be smarter through more or better knowledge. Seeing the program as a cognitive model is a valuable and exciting experience for the students. They can easily be drawn into discussion about how meaningful such models are. To keep the discussion alive, the teacher should be equipped with arguments and examples to counteract extremist, and so sterile, positions. For example, if the students feel that the program is too simple to be a model of human thi liking, the teacher might discuss whether a toy airplane is a useful model of a jet-airplane. Does it work by the same principles? Can you learn about airliners by studying toy models? On the other hand, if a class swings over to the position that there really is no difference, the teacher can ask questions about whether the program could learn by itself without a programmer. If this is too enthusiastically accepted it is well for the teacher to ask: "How much do you learn without being told?" Ideally, the teacher should merely guide the discussion without having to say any of this. But awareness of such argument will permit more sensitive guiding. An interesting exercise and base for discussion is to have the students study various programs of intermediate smartness, classify their bad moves by degrees of stupidity, and give the program grades (or say why they think doing so is silly!).
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The stratification of the project has the good feature of allowing students to find their own levels. A slower child who gets only as far as the random



player, nevertheless has the taste of success if his program does what it does well. Tendencies to feel inferior should be counteracted by the teacher's



attitude and by the teacher's encouraging individual variations so that no child's final program is a mere subset of a more advanced one. The teacher's computer culture can be very relevant in this delicate kind of situation. Although the richness of programming permits students to generate many fertile ideas, sensitive filtering by the teacher can enormously improve the



is



Km



achievement-to-frustration ratio.



First Steps with the Students



A move in Nim consists of taking one, two, or three matchsticks from a



given pile. Two players move alternately. The player who takes the last stick wins.



The first step is to see that everyone knows the rules and understands what the first program does, for example, by imitating its function or by writing imaginary scripts. In the course of discussing this the teacher introduces some



J



names so the class can talk about what the program is doing. Here is an example of a script: THE NUMBER OF STICKS IS 8 JOAN TO PLAY. WHAT'S YOUR MOVE? 2



THE NUMBER OF STICKS IS 6



trft&j



BILL TO PLAY WHAT'S YOUR MOVE? 3



THE NUMBER OF STICKS IS 3



JOAN TO PLAY. WHAT'S YOUR MOVE? 3



JOAN IS THE WINNER!



Later in the project the teacher can insist that the students consider what happens when a player replies to WHAT'S YOUR MOVE? by 5 or COW. In the beginnning the teacher should discourage all but the most competent students from worrying about "funny" answers before getting the program to work with normal answers.



Examining the script you see that there must be names for: • The current number of sticks—say STICKS • The move—say MOVE



• The next player—say PLAYER



• And, a little more subtle, the other player—say OPPONENT



u



L tssa
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To be sure that everyone understands, they are asked to fill in these "Logo things" for successive rounds, following the previous script.



Round No.



:STICKS



PLAYER



:OPPONENT



:MOVE



1



8



JOAN



BILL



2



2



?



?



JOAN



3



3



3



?



?



?



7.3.2. A Simple Scorekeeper



If this is the first game-playing program, the teacher builds up to it by asking some standard questions: • What shall we call the procedure? (Let's say NIMPLAY) • What must NIMPLAY do?



• What must NIMPLAY know? Possible answers are



• Announce the remaining number of sticks. • Announce the player to move. • Get the move and make all the modifications. • Recurse.



To do this, NIMPLAY must remember :STICKS, PLAYERS, and •.OPPONENT from the previous round and get :MOVE by asking for it. The first three things must be passed from one call to NIMPLAY to the next, so they should be inputs. On the other hand, :MOVE comes from the human player, so it does not need to be an input. If you look ahead, you may notice that later on :MOVE will sometimes come from a procedure—that is, when the machine gets to be smart enough to make its own moves. So to keep the door open for changes, the problems of getting :MOVE and using it are separated. The standard way to do this is to plan on a subprocedure—say, called GETMOVE. Now students can write NIMPLAY:



TO NIMPLAY :STICKS PLAYER :OPPONENT



When in doubt, have lots of inputs.



PRINT SENTENCE [THE NUMBER OF STICKS IS] :STICKS Announce the number of sticks.



iiM
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PRINT SENTENCE PLAYER [TO PLAY. WHAT'S YOUR MOVE?] MAKE "NEWSTICKS :STICKS -



GETMOVE



Pretend GETMOVE has already been written.



NIMPLAY :NEWSTICKS :OPPONENT PLAYER Recursion line. Notice how PLAYER



j J



and :OPPONENTare reversed. END



TO GETMOVE MAKE "MOVE READNUMBER



See READNUMBER procedure on page 97. OUTPUT :MOVE END



From Scorekeeper to Referee



As referee the program has some new tasks:



]



• To decide whether the game is over • To declare the winner if it is over



• To make sure that PLAYER takes 1, 2, or 3 sticks each time



The first two tasks are achieved by adding a test and a stop line to



NIMPLAY. For example,



:STICKS IFT OUTPUT GETMOVE PLAYER :STICKS OUTPUT :MOVE END
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TO SMARTMOVE



MAKE "REM REMAINDER :STICKS 4



laifj



IF :REM = 0 OUTPUT 1 OUTPUT :REM END



isi



7.4. Growing Flowers In this section we'll design a movie, shown in Color Plate II. The scene starts at night, with some bulbs planted in a lawn. The sun rises and the sky



grows light. Then the flowers begin to grow. As the flowers grow, they sprout leaves and buds. Finally they burst into color and bloom. This movie is more complex than the one in Section 4.4, because it requires tighter coordination between sprites and tiles. The grass is made up of tiles, and the sun is a sprite. The flowers are made up of both tiles and sprites, which will require some subtlety in the implementation. 7.4.1. Coordinates for Sprites and Tiles 0,96



(a) .31,0



(b)



0,0



0,0 -127,0



127,0



0,23 0,-96



Figure 7.1: Comparison of tile coordinates (a) with sprite coordinates (b).



The problem with making shapes by combining tiles and sprites is that the x, y coordinates used to position sprites on the screen are not the same as the row and column numbers used to position tiles. Row and column numbers



are interpreted as character positions, shown in Figure 7.1a. Columns are numbered from left to right, 0 through 31, and rows are numbered from top to bottom, 0 through 23. On the other hand, sprite and turtle coordinates are specified in terms of an x coordinate between - 127 and 127, and a y coordinate between -96 and 96, as shown in Figure 7.1b. It will be useful, therefore, to have some procedures that convert from one



coordinate system to the other. Here is a procedure that returns the x coordinate corresponding to a given column: TO COLX :COL



OUTPUT (8 * :COL) - 128 END
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Similarly, we can convert a row number to a y coordinate: TOROWYPOW



OUTPUT(-8*:ROW) - 96 END



Using these two procedures, we can write a procedure PUTSPRITE, similar to PUTTILE, which positions a sprite at a given column and row: TO PUTSPRITE :SPRITE :COLUMN :ROW TELL :SPRITE



SXY (COLX :COLUMN)(ROWYPOW) END



Converting coordinates the other way, it is also useful to be able to find the row and column position of a sprite. The following procedures return the



column number corresponding to the XCOR of the current object and the row number corresponding to YCOR: TO XCOLUMN



OUTPUT (XCOR + 128)/8 END



TOYROW



OUTPUT (-YCOR + 96)/8 END



7.4.2. Defining the Shapes



To make the movie, you will need some shapes, both for tiles and sprites. The grass will be a regular pattern, consisting of a background with a small "blade" in it, as shown in Figure 7.2. We'll use tile number 8 for this pattern MAKE"GRASS 8



and give it a foreground color OLIVE and a background color GREEN, which will color the blade slightly darker than the rest. We'll also use the tiles for the stems and leaves of the flowers. There are r



four different tiles: ordinary left and right halves of a stem, and left and right halves with leaves on them: MAKE "LEFTSTEM 100



MAKE "RIGHTSTEM 101 MAKE "LEFTSTEM 198 MAKE "RIGHTSTEM1 99
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LEFTSTEM



J



RIGHTSTEM LEFTSTEM 1



j



RIGHTSTEM1



lig



Figure 7.2: Shape for GRASS tile.



These will all be colored OLIVE with a CLEAR background color, so we can put them all in the same color group. (See page 61.) Figure 7.3 shows the



laliii



shapes for these tiles:



As the flowers grow, they evolve through three different shapes—bulbs, buds, and blooms: MAKE"BULB 6 MAKE "BUD 7 Itff&il



MAKE "BLOOM 8



iai«



j i'iM



&



Figure 7.3: Tile shapes flower stems.



(a)



(b)



L
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Figure 7.3: (Continued)



•••••••••



}2



(a)



Figure 7.5: Illustrations of the



GROWFLOWERS procedure. The "X" marks in each figure show the coordinate locations of



each sprite as the movie develops.



(b)
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CHAPTER



8



Writing Interactive Programs We've already seen examples of Logo programs that use PRINT to print information on the display screen and programs that use READLINE to input information from the keyboard. This chapter reviews these commands and



describes more elaborate ways of handling input and output. As an example, we show how to create "instant response" Logo systems for very young children. We also show how a Logo-based "dynaturtle" can be used to



introduce elementary school children to computer projects involving motion and simple physics. iMM



8.1. Controlling Screen Output



to



The Logo PRINT command, as used throughout the preceding chapters, is the main command for showing information on the display screen. PRINT takes a word or a list as an input, types it on the screen, and moves the cursor to the next line. Remember that lists are printed without the outer brackets.



The command TYPE is just like PRINT, except that it does not move the cursor to a new line after printing. Compare TO COUNT :X PRINT :X



COUNT :X + 1 END



COUNT 1 1 i



2



{&"•»



3



TO COUNT1 :X TYPE :X



TYPE", COUNT1 :X + 1 r



END



COUNT1 1



1,2,3,... 'i&j
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The PRINTCHAR (abbreviated PC) takes a number 0 through 255 as input



and prints the character corresponding to that number. Recall (from Section 4.3.3) that these 255 characters include Logo's printing characters plus any tiles you have defined. Here's a way to use PRINTCHAR to see all of the characters that are currently defined: TO SHOWCHARS :N IF :N > 255 STOP PRINTCHAR :N



SHOWCHARS :N + 1 END



SHOWCHARS 0



8.2. Keyboard Input



The READLINE command is used to read input from the keyboard, as shown in Section 6.4. READLINE causes the computer to wait for you to



type in a line (terminated by ENTER) and then outputs that line as a list. Remember that what you type in will always be interpreted as a list. For



example, if you type in a single word, READLINE returns a list containing that word:



MAKE "ANS READLINE >100



IF :ANS = 100 PRINT "YES ELSE PRINT "NO NO



IF :ANS = [100] PRINT "YES ELSE PRINT "NO YES



Using READLINE, you can implement a useful procedure that returns a word typed at the keyboard, obtained as the first element of thelist returned by READLINE:



TO READWORD OUTPUT FIRST READLINE



d



END



Compare the use of READLINE in the READNUMBER procedure on page 98.



In addition to the "line at a time" input from READLINE, Logo also



provides "character at a time" input through the command READCHAR (abbreviated RC). READCHAR causes the computer to pause and wait for



gi



you to type in a single character (without ENTER) and then outputs the character that was typed:
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MAKE "ANS READCHAR X



IF :ANS = "X PRINT "YES ELSE PRINT "NO YES



8.2.1. Example: Instant Response for Very Young Children



The following program uses READCHAR to provide "instant response" control of the turtle for drawing: TO INSTANT



COMMAND INSTANT END



TO COMMAND



MAKE "COM READCHAR IF:COM = "F FORWARD 10 IF:COM = "R RIGHT 30 IF:COM = "L LEFT 30



IF :COM = "C CLEARSCREEN llSMil



END



This program causes the turtle to move in response to individual



keystrokes: F for go forward, Lfor left, R for right, and C for clearing the screen and starting over. It can form a good tool for using computer graphics k&ji



with very young children. This same instant-response mechanism is also useful in designing languages for use by the physically handicapped, for which it is important to minimize the number of keystrokes required. It is easy to increase the repertoire of this INSTANT language by adding additional lines to the COMMAND procedure. For example, if you want the S key to make the turtle draw a small square, you define a procedure called SQUARE (say, that draws a square of side 20) and add to COMMAND the line



IF :COM = "S SQUARE



Section 11.2.1 discusses more elaborate extensions to INSTANT.



8.2.2. Keyboard Control of an Ongoing Process



r



Notice that READLINE and READCHAR both make the computer stop and wait for something to be typed. Logo also allows you to write programs in which the keyboard is used to control an ongoing process. That is, if a character is typed at the keyboard, the program is able to respond to the character; but if nothing is typed, the program is able to keep running
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anyway. Such programs are implemented in Logo using the RC? command. RC? outputs TRUE or FALSE depending on whether a character has been



typed at the keyboard. When RC? isTRUE, the next READCHAR command returns the character that was typed, otherwise READCHAR has to wait until a character is typed.1 For example, you can modifythe INSTANT program so that it makes the turtle move forward continually, turning right or left in



t^g



response to the letters R and Ltyped at the keyboard. We'll call the resulting program DRIVE: TO DRIVE FORWARD 1



COMMAND



"



DRIVE END



id TO COMMAND



MAKE "COM READKEY IF:COM = "R RIGHT 30 IF:COM = "L LEFT 30 END



The difference between this program and INSTANT is that the turtle goes



forward each time, rather than when an F is typed. Whereas the COMMAND



program used by INSTANT calls READCHAR, the COMMAND program used in DRIVE calls READKEY. READKEY is a procedure that, if a character has



been typed, outputs that character, and otherwise outputs the empty list. READKEY is implemented using RC?: TO READKEY



IF RC? OUTPUT READCHAR



OUTPUT[] END



READKEY is a good example of a useful "primitive" that can be supplied by the teacher to students working on interactive programming projects.



'More specifically, characters lyped at the keyboard arc saved ina input buffer. READCHAR reads characters from thebuffer onebyone. RC? outputs TRUE if thebuffer isnot empty. If Logo isdoing a lotof



processing in between characters, and ifone types characters very fast, a sequence orcharacters may build up in thebuffer, and theprogram may seem to "fall behind" in its responses to the typed characters.
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8.2.3. Instant Response with Sprites



You can make all sorts of computer programs for very young children by installing an INSTANT-style controller for the sprites. The possibilities here are virtually unlimited. One simple example is to begin with a cluster of balls that "explodes" from the center of the screen. To do this, put all the sprites at home, with their headings set at 10-degree intervals, and start them moving: TO BEGIN TELL :ALL



SETSPEED 0 HOME CARRY :BALL



SETCOLOR :RED



EACH [SETHEADING 10 * YOURNUMBER] SETSPEED 10 Ifilrt



END



Now put the balls under keyboard control, using commands that make them move slowly or quickly, reverse direction, change color, or change shape. The following COMMAND selection is only a sample: TO ACTION BEGIN



LOOP END



TO LOOP



COMMAND LOOP END



TO COMMAND MAKE "COM READCHAR



IF:COM = "S SETSPEED 5 IF :COM = "Q SETSPEED 100 IF:COM = "R SETSPEED -SPEED



IF :COM = "M EACH [SETCOLOR RANDOM] IF:COM = "4 CARRY 4 IF:COM = "5 CARRY 5 IF:COM = "B BEGIN END
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8.3. Example: The Dynaturtle Program DYNATURTLE is an extension of the Logo turtle, developed by Andy deSessa as a computer-based physics environment for elementary school students. It has also been used as an experimental setting for investigating the



•*



role of intuition in learning physics. See A. diSessa [6] for details. This section, based on a paper by Dan Watt, is a description of DYNATURTLE



^



that can be used by students and teachers. 8.3.1. What is a Dynamic Turtle?



A dynamic turtle or dynaturtle behaves as though it were a rocket ship in outer space. To make it move you have to give it a kick by "firing a rocket." It then keeps moving in the same direction until you give it another kick. When you change its direction, it does not move in the new direction until



you give it a new kick. Its new motion is a combination of the old motion



^



and the motion caused by the new kick. You may need to experiment with dynamic commands for a while before you understand how the dynaturtle works.



«s



To use the dynaturtle, you will need the procedures in this section. Here is the main procedure:



J TODT MOVETURTLE COMMAND



t&&'



DT



END W,



The procedure DT moves the turtle (if you have given it a kick), checks to see if you've typed a command, and then starts doing DTall over again. It keeps running until you stop the procedure by pressing BACK. In addition to the SIN and COS procedures discussed in Section 8.3.4, and the READKEY procedure on page 119, here are three other procedures you will need.2 TO MOVETURTLE



SXY (XCOR + :VX) (YCOR + :VY) END



2The KICK procedure uses the trigonometric functions SIN and COS inorder to change theturtle's velocity, which can be thought of as a vector (VX, VY). KICK together with the SIN and COS procedures would normally be used by elementary school children as a black box.



liiiiii
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TO COMMAND MAKE "COM READKEY La



IF:COM = "R RIGHT 30 IF:COM = "L LEFT 30 IF:COM = "KKICK END



TO KICK MAKE "VX :VX + SIN HEADING MAKE "VY:VY + COS HEADING END



To start the dynaturtle, you need a procedure to initialize the dynaturtle's position and velocity: bet



TO STARTUP TELLTURTLE CLEARSCREEN MAKE"VX 0



MAKE"VY 0



[



END 8.3.2. Activities with a Dynaturtle



IT



To try out the dynaturtle, type STARTUP DT



At first the turtle will stay at the center of the screen. The COMMAND procedure allows three different commands at present. Later you can change them in any way you like.



• If you type R the turtle will turn right 30 degrees. • If you type L the turtle will turn left 30 degrees.



• If you type K you will give the turtle a kick in the direction it is heading. The turtle will now keep moving in the direction it started until you give it another kick in some direction.



Start the dynaturtle moving by typing STARTUP DT



and then typing the K key for "kick."
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• Make the dynaturtle move in a different direction by typing the R or L key. • Make the dynaturtle move horizontally across the screen.



(*g



• Make the dynaturtle go faster.



• Make the dynaturtle go slower without changing direction. id



• Before you start the dynaturtle, place a marker somewhere on the screen. (You can use a tile to form the marker.) Then start the dynaturtle and see if you can move the turtle to the marker. If the marker is easy for the dynaturtle to get to, move it over a little and try again.



• Start the dynaturtle from the center of the screen. Can you make it stop? • Draw a circular "racetrack" on the screen and see if you can "drive" the dynaturtle around a track.



fti&&



• Move the dynaturtle to the marker, and make it stop there.



When you try these activities you may find that some of them are harder than you thought. The problems you have making the dynaturtle do what you want it to do are similar to the problems astronauts would have moving around in outer space or maneuvering a rocket to connect up with a space platform or land on the moon.



J



8.3.3. Changing the Dynaturtle's Behavior



After some experimentation with the dynaturtle, you may want to make changes in the dynaturtle procedures. Since changes in the dynaturtle's behavior are controlled by the COMMAND procedure, you can start by changing that procedure as follows: TO COMMAND



MAKE "COM READKEY IF:COM = "R RIGHT 30



I w



IF :COM = "L LEFT 30



IF:COM = "KKICK



END



*d



If you like, you can change the angle the dynaturtle rotates when you type



R or Lbychanging the 30 in COMMAND to another number.



^
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Your COMMAND procedure would now look like this: TO COMMAND MAKE "COM READKEY



IF:COM = "R RIGHT 30 IF:COM = "L LEFT 30



IF :COM = "K KICK IF:COM = "UPENUP IF:COM = "DPENDOWN END



Of course, you can change the key names for carrying out the commands by changing the letters on the keyboard. Some people like to have the right and left keys next to each other on the keyboard. If you choose S for "left" and D for "right," then the COMMAND procedure becomes: TO COMMAND MAKE "COM READKEY IF:COM = "D RIGHT 30 IF :COM = "S LEFT 30 IF:COM = "KKICK IF:COM = "UPENUP IF :COM = "D PENDOWN END



Another possible change is to make the force of the kick a variable. If you did this, you would have to change the KICK procedure and the STARTUP procedure as well as COMMAND. TO KICK :FORCE



MAKE "VX :VX + :FORCE *(SIN HEADING ) MAKE "VY:VY + :FORCE *(COS HEADING ) END



You would also have to add a line to STARTUP to set the starting value for the force:



TO STARTUP TELLTURTLE



CLEARSCREEN LaH



MAKE"VX 0 MAKE"VY 0



MAKE"FORCE 1 END



You can choose any value you want for the starting force.
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You would now have to change the KICK line in the COMMAND procedure



-,



to read



!



IF :COM = "K KICK :FORCE



Also, you could add two more commands (say, H and S for "harder" and "softer") that increased and decreased the force. The COMMAND procedure



t»
 B



or the last character of Bl added in front of B. Now put all these together:



REVWORD "BIRD = D «—• (REVWORD "BIR ) = D «— R (REVWORD "Bl) = D «— R «-> I (REVWORD "B) = D ~ R :FINALSTOP MAKE :VAR :INITIAL



RUN :ACTION



FOR.LOOP :VAR (:INITIAL + 1) :FINAL :ACTION END



Note that in the second line of FOR.LOOP, you say MAKE :VAR, rather than MAKE "VAR, because the name of the variable being set is the value associated with VAR, rather than the literal word VAR. For example, in executing the command



Mil



FOR [COUNT 1 5] [PRINT :COUNT * :COUNT]



the value of VAR is the word COUNT, and COUNT is the variable you want to set using the MAKE command. Compare the "tricky use of MAKE"shown on page 86.
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